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About This Game

Lost Letters (of Seraphina) follows the journey of a young woman named Elle, a scavenger of electronics, through a post-
internet world,

taking place in the township of Seraphina. As she explores each environment, she uncovers more about the history of Seraphina.

How to Play:: Use the WASD or arrow keys to move, click and drag with a mouse to navigate each level and interact with the
environment, to find the Lost Letters of Seraphina and uncover it's secrets.. Elle's dream journal will be unlocked and able to be

discovered after you collect each level's letters.

Explore as much or as little as you like, or just watch the world pass by as you listen to the original soundtrack produced and
written by LUXI with additional instruments by Todd Umhoefer, Shawn Stephany, and Amelinda Burch. Mixed and Mastered

by Todd Rittmann.

Visual artists featured in the game include: LUXI, Pictureplane aka Travis Egedy, Shawn Stephany, Anna Alicia Rodriguez, and
Nicole Lilyquist.

This interactive experience was created from 2016-2018 alongside an independent indie pop album written and produced by
LUXI.

The 7 song original soundtrack is included in the "Content" folder with the download of the game in the form of mp3s, with the
following track listing::
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LVL1-- 1. Miss You (3:34)
LVL2-- 2. Internet Witch (3:25)
LVL3-- 3. Patterns Apart (3:24)

LVL4-- 4. Fly Away (3:14)
LVL5-- 5. Stars Come Out (3:28)

LVL6-- 6. Slow (3:08)
LVL7-- 7. Luv U Hate U (3:23)

The approximate length of game play is 24 minutes, although you may want to play more than once to discover all the secrets of
Seraphina. Note:: there are no "pause" or "save" features in this game, it was meant to be experienced as a whole in one sitting.
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Title: Lost Letters (of Seraphina)
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Wicked Alley, LUXI
Publisher:
Wicked Alley
Release Date: 31 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Core-i7 or an equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or equivalent with 4GBs of VRAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 6 GB available space

Additional Notes: This game might run on OS with lower specifications but the performance could be affected.

English
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the drawing style and the atmosphere of it was incredible but the story was \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 af, would
be better if they hadn't made it sci-fi. Quite fun, very exhilirating!
A lot of people complain that this game doesn't save your progress until you manually quit, and that leaving the gameplay for
any reason will put you back to the start. While those are valid points that do make the game more frustrating, those people have
obviously never played reveal-the-picture games before; that stuff is kind of the standard for this style of game...

Also, get an auto-clicker and set it to 10 times per second. The game is a lot more fun to play if you only have to worry about
guiding your mouse rather than going half delirious with clicking cramp on top of the jumping at shadows that this game
requires you to do. I say 10 times per second because much faster (I tried with 50 times per second) and the game reaches its
max projectiles on screen simultaneously and it looks awkward when you're shooting burst-fire boobies at the blocks.

Play this game with headphones on, not because you necessarily need to keep the SE and BGM in, but because you really need
to be able to hear all of the SE cues really well.

Fifth night, ninja-dad is F*ing freaky!. I am so good at this... I am nailing this... I am one with the music... There is no
keyboard... I am just doing...
OH GOD DAMN IT F**K
*Exhale*
I am so good at this... I am nailing this.... https://youtu.be/Vtkjni7f5VE

The core shoot-em-up mechanics all fall short of their goal leaving this game in bullet purgatory due to a lack of polish..
Graphics could be a lot better, especially to emphasize the difference between 18+ and sfw, gameplay is max only 30 mins long,
no difference in levels either and loads of bugs..
nice tiddies tho so 10/10. I've only played this game for about 90 minutes so far but I'm loving it. The story so far is interesting
enough to make me want to continue playing. The gameplay is very similar to your typical BigFishGames hidden object game
but even with that I would say you should give it a try. If you're into the high action shoot-em-up games of today then you may
want to pass on this.. I've got about 6 games under my belt. 1 of them on impossible. Only 1 win so far. The Allayi are extremely
overpowered during winter, especially Monks who cycle through 1, 2, then 3 simultaneous hits with a 20% attack boost each
time. The problem is getting to the late game where each sucessive winter is longer. Allayi heros are NOT good governors but
excel at fighting. You're somewhat stuck using only Allayi units, otherwise mixing units causes a severe slowdown in movement
points in the winter. Pearls really cause you to explore the map which is nice. Since pearls spawn in the ocean you'll find
yourself traversing the ocean more. The only thing that remains is an expansion or patch that implements fighting on water and
this game will be complete. A race that creates islands on sea tiles to go with it would be perfect.. You will be disapointed that
how the game functions. The online gaming is beyond bad and even the training mode has lag spikes when the match search is
on... I don't recommend this to anyone until they fix this net code thing.. Holy sh** where to start with this pile of garbage.
Luckily I picked this up for 1 dollar during the summer sale so I feel that I got my money's worth, but damn......The characters
are terribly voice acted and by terribly I mean TERRIBLY. The "Spanish" ally's accent wavers and disappears, all the characters
speak in a dead tone deaf droll, lines, no matter how cliché, are spoken with borderline no emotion so something that would
make me chuckle and roll my eyes turns into something cringe worthy. The "puzzles" if you can call them that are either looking
around the drab environment (albeit some areas if you look around are at least interesting to look at....not fun to be in though)
for a random ledge to either grab on to or jump off of, the one of only maybe 2 actual puzzles in the game are made
unnecessarily annoying by the speed at which you can perform them, making pushing these statues go at like 2 feet per second
FOR NO REASON no time limit, no enemies just poor game design. The combat? Ugh don't get me started, it feels like it was
trying to be GOW with plat forming but it just fails horribly, 90% of the weapons have the accuracy of blind firing with a sniper
rifle (well at least in most games, this game it's in the dead center of the cross hair), so shooting with a shotgun that isn't 3.5 feet
or less away from an enemy won't kill them, in fact you'll find that most of the time you'll be pumping 2-4 shots into them from
about 6-7 feet. the assault rifle although less painful when you miss a shot just vomits ammo with horrid accuracy that requires
anywhere from 1/4-5/4ths of a clip with barely any reason behind why. The hits are barely noticeable when you land making it
easy to waste ammo. assault rifle is useless at mid range which is where it should be good. on "normal" (hardcore in game, the
only other is casual mode aka easy mode) you will get your a** kicked multiple times without any way to avoid or dodge
enemies, and unlike most games that turn red or have a health bar or something this game decides to BLUR YOUR SCREEN,
that right when you get shot a little bit it makes everything impossible to navigate to get to cover, or to kill that one last enemy
that is hitting you from 4 feet away. Respawning isn't terrible, some checkpoints are not well placed but for the most part dying
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is going to be a 20 sec-2 min slap on the wrist, for some reason (but thank god) dying via falling causes an instant reaspawn with
no penalty (I guess they know their plat forming wasn't the best) which is amazing as there are multiple times when you will just
fall off for stupid reasons and die, this guy will die from about a 10 foot height so I give them credit for implementing that
respawn. The level design is boring and drab for 3/4ths of the game, only getting remotely interesting during the last 1/4th
during an interesting Spanish city and EEEEEEVIIIIIILLL lair (seriously it's so evil looking it's a joke). And just when you
think it couldn't suck enough THERES MORE! boring wayyyyyyy too long bike sections break up the crappy combat, with
LAUGHABLE physics that let you drive on any wall, letting you glitch the game at times, drive on the ceiling at like 4 miles per
hour, and crap like that, but this overstays its welcome by about 30 min, there are ramps and jumps a plenty here but since the
bike controls like Sh** and the fact that even one slight bomb (which the ramps are usually full of them) you will find yourself
rocketed off into space, where you will die....and restart at a checkpoint 2 min back, where you will probably fall off again, and
do it again.....and again. But to top off this train wreck of a game (horrid voice acting, bad combat and weapons, terrible
scenery, plat forming that will only keep you interested for maybe 30 min, horrid bike sequences) the final boss is a disgusting
joke, I won't spoil it but if you happen to have 2 weapons (ONE OF WHICH IS DROPPED BY 2 ENEMIES LIKE 1 ROOM
BEFORE HIM) it will make him a joke (an annoying joke but a joke). well that enough about that, should u buy this? for a
dollar or 2? maybe....maybe, although I wrote an essay knocking this game, for 1-2 bucks its entertaining to watch this train
wreck, for 5 or more? HELL NO this is garbage at its finest, unplayable? no. but god aweful all the way through.. HEy ok game,
Great emojis, tbh I got 4 card drops in the game, and I got 3 80 cetn cards, so hey, I made money (bcuz the other 2 were 50
cetns each) and if u craft the badge u have a SMALL chance of getting a $4, $6, or even $10 emojis that u can just sell, its a win
win, buy this game, get the cards, sell the cards, either earn more, or hit EVEN! and the game is not bad its a fun game.
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MY GAME HAVE BUG. Girls and Dungeons is an Rpg Maker format game that's at times quirky and enjoyable, and other
times...less So.

Whilst the dialogue is fun, and there's some fan service in the game for people into that, the gameplay itself could use with some
fine tuning. Character abilities are limited to a degree, and whilst the condition break mechanic is useful,the actual =how= of
triggering them becomes increasingly esoteric knowledge. A fact which reduces most fights to chugging Wasabi Soda, having
the main character use his 50 Sp stun ability, and the other characters spam inspire to win. And this -will- win the game for you.

Also, while there -is- technically a run option, I never actually found a fight I could run from.

Also, your other characters normal attacks are going to be pretty junky throughout the game, as they don't get weapon upgrades-
limiting them to between 120-900 ish damage compared to the 15 k the lead character is doing. Really, his only downside is he
can't generate SP on his own (Via drinking) like the female characters can, making much of his sp generation in a fight hinge on
their actions.

Regardless, I've spent worse afternoons. I'm just unsure I would recommend this game to most people who aren't fans of quirky
humour, and fan service, and are willing to sink 7 hours into the game.. T H E T R U T H. I own yet VIrtual Sports, from Vive
Studios, than is just excellent (best VR tennis avaliable for any system by a big margin). I ever watched at Arcade Saga because
of his many features, and especially progression and powerups. Something didn't convince me 100% for the full price, but
during Summer Sales with a big discount I can't say no.

Well, it surely worth 5$ but hardly I can suggest this one at 20$.

There are three (simple) games with ton of levels and a good polishing, but all of them are so so to play. It looks a sort of
medley between Holoball, Holopoint, Racket NX and Cyberpong. From the quantity side is a winner, but still get old fast.

Let's hope than the next Vive Studios game (even Virtual Sports has two disciplines) won't be a collection of something, but just
a single and full featured game good enough to be sold alone.. Great party game. A tournament of this game can get pretty
heated in a moment, with everyone dashing and punching and praying for the ball to enter the goal. Its easy to get the hang of, so
people not used to play games will surely have fun too.. The game is fun, but the "stamina" system does not belong in a PC
game\/. This game has a really good and original concept and I totally recommend this for just 2$. It is really fun to play with
1v1 with friends, but sadly multiplayer doesn't work and single player is boring.. The predator..... all that needs to be said to
convince me
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